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	The goal of this book is to provide in-depth coverage of fundamental topics in

	radar signal processing from a digital signal processing perspective. The tech-

	niques of linear systems, filtering, sampling, and Fourier analysis techniques

	and interpretations are used throughout to provide a modern and unified tuto-

	rial approach. The coverage includes a full range of the basic signal processing

	techniques on which all radar systems rely, including topics such as target and

	interference models, matched filtering, waveform design, Doppler processing,

	and threshold detection and CFAR. In addition, introductions are provided to

	the advanced topics of synthetic aperture imaging and space-time adaptive

	array processing.





	This book is intended to fill what I perceive to be a void in the technical

	literature on radar. The literature offers a number of excellent books on radar

	systems in general. Recent examples include the books by Edde and Skolnik.

	These books provide an excellent qualitative and descriptive introduction to

	radar systems as a whole and are recommended as first texts for anyone inter-

	ested in the topic. The text by Peebles provides greater quantitative depth on

	basic radar systems and some signal processing topics. However, the goal of this

	text is to delve more deeply into the signal processing aspects of radar in partic-

	ular. A number of good quality texts on advanced topics in radar signal process-

	ing, principally synthetic aperture imaging and space-time adaptive processing,

	have appeared in recent years. Synthetic aperture imaging examples include

	the books by Jakowatz et al., Carrara et al., Soumekh, and dimming and

	Wong; space-time adaptive processing examples include the books by Klemm

	and Guerci. The book by Sullivan spans both areas. However, there is a sub-

	stantial gap between the qualitative systems books and the advanced signal

	processing books. Specifically, I believe the radar community lacks a current

	text providing a concise, unified, and modern treatment of the basic radar sig-

	nal processing techniques on which these more advanced methods are founded:

	signal modeling, matched filtering and pulse compression, Doppler processing,

	and threshold detection. It is my hope that this book will fill that gap.
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Digital Shoebox: How to Organize, Find, and Share Your Photos, ThePeachpit Press, 2009

	Most people are awash in digital photos—some taken, some received—stuffed here and there in random folders and albums across a hard drive. In The Digital Shoebox, Sarah Bay Williams, creator of the image archiving system used by the Academy Awards®, shares her foolproof method for effectively organizing, finding, and...
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Examples and Counterexamples in Graph TheoryElsevier Limited, 1978

	It is a real pleasure, indeed an honor, for me to have been invited by

	Mike Capobianco and John Molluzzo to write an introduction to this

	imaginative and valuable addition to graph theory. Let me therefore present

	a few of my thoughts on the current status of graph theory and how their

	work contributes to the field.
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The Mathematics of Signal Processing (Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Arising from courses taught by the authors, this largely self-contained treatment is ideal for mathematicians who are interested in applications or for students from applied fields who want to understand the mathematics behind their subject. Early chapters cover Fourier analysis, functional analysis, probability and linear algebra, all of...
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Handbook Of Pi And Pid Controller Tuning RulesImperial College Press, 2009
The vast majority of automatic controllers used to compensate industrial processes are PI or PID type. This book comprehensively compiles, using a unified notation, tuning rules for these controllers proposed from 1935 to 2008. The tuning rules are carefully categorized and application information about each rule is given. This book discusses...
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Putting A New Spin on Groups: The Science of ChaosLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Putting a New Spin on Groups: The Science of Chaos, Second Edition continues to challenge orthodoxy and static ideas about small group dynamics. A primary goal is to offer an alternative model of group development that addresses three factors:

*The model integrates old ideas from previous models of group development with new...
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Mathematical Summary for Digital Signal Processing Applications with MatlabSpringer, 2010

	
		Mathematical summary for Digital Signal Processing Applications with Matlab consists of Mathematics which is not usually dealt in the DSP core subject, but used in DSP applications. Matlab programs with illustrations are given for the selective topics such as generation of Multivariate Gaussian distributed sample outcomes, Bacterial...
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